
Life | term

MetLife One Year Term is designed to help ensure your client’s short-term life insurance needs 
are met. With the addition of the Convertible and Renewable Options rider, your clients have the 
ability to extend their term life insurance coverage for up to five years or convert to a permanent 
policy in years two through five.

Here are some scenarios where short-term protection may be just the right fit.

Job Transition
Joe is a 47 year old accountant making $125,000 annually. His 
company has been experiencing difficult times in the recession 
and has decided to close the office. The majority of Joe’s current 
insurance coverage for his wife and family has been with his group 
term insurance offered by the company which had a death benefit 
of five times his annual salary ($625,000). 

In his severance discussions, he discovers that his only option to 
continue this coverage after his employment terminates is to convert 
it to a much more expensive permanent policy. He expects monthly 
finances to be tough during the transition, which makes this an 
added expense they can’t really afford. But Joe also cannot afford to 
lose his coverage in case something happens to him. 

MetLife One Year Term with the Convertible and Renewable Options 
rider may allow Joe to purchase a similar amount of coverage at a 
much more affordable cost and enable him to renew or convert to a 
permanent policy when he can afford to do so.

College funding
John, age 50, is a Senior Engineer and married to Linda. Together 
they have two children about to enter college. Linda has stayed 
home to raise the children, making John the sole income earner for 
the family. 

In addition to their household insurance coverage and retirement 
savings, they have $200,000 in college savings. Their plan is to set 
aside another $50,000 per year from John’s salary in either tuition 
or savings, as needed, for the next five years. However, should John 
suffer an untimely death, they do not have enough liquid assets or 
other life insurance to replace these future income contributions to 
the childrens’ college educations.

MetLife One Year Term with the Convertible and Renewable Options 
rider could provide cost-effective coverage for the potential gap 
which may exist in college funding if John were to pass away prior 
to the childrens’ graduations.

Kids Back on the Payroll
Tom is a 57 year old widower. He is a senior marketing consultant 
at a large company, and has two children who recently graduated 
college. Unfortunately, his children both lost their jobs recently and 
have needed to move back home. Tom provides them with health 
insurance coverage and money for basic living expenses until they 
can get back on their feet. 

Tom had term insurance policies to protect his children through 
college, but they expired last year. He had never considered his 
children still being financially dependent on him after college, so he 
is not sure what to do.

In discussing these concerns with his financial planner, together they 
decide that Tom should purchase a MetLife One Year Term policy 
with the Convertible and Renewable Options rider to cover his short-
term need. In the event of his untimely death, this policy would 
provide a death benefit to his kids to continue covering their living 
expenses until they find work in the next few years. 
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1  Tax-free distributions assume that the life insurance policy is properly structured and is not a modified endowment contract (MEC). Distributions are generally treated first as tax-free 
recovery of basis and then as taxable income, assuming the policy is not a MEC. However, different rules apply in the first fifteen policy years, when distributions accompanied by benefit 
reductions may be taxable prior to basis recovery. Non-MEC loans are generally not subject to tax but may be taxable when the policy lapses, is surrendered, exchanged or otherwise 
terminated. In the case of a MEC, loans and withdrawals are taxable to the extent of policy gain and a 10% penalty may apply if taken prior to age 59½. Always confirm the status of a 
particular loan or withdrawal with a qualified tax advisor. Cash value accumulation may not be guaranteed depending on the type of product selected. Withdrawals and loans will reduce 
cash value and death benefit. If the policy has not performed as expected and to avoid a policy lapse, distributions may need to be reduced, stopped and/or premium payments may need 
to be resumed.

Special Needs Trust 
Jack, age 45, and Melissa, age 40, are both executives at software 
companies. A few years ago Melissa had a baby boy, Nathan, who 
was born with cerebral palsy.

Jack and Melissa decided to start putting money into a savings 
account for the benefit of Nathan. Their financial professional 
recommended that they put the money into a special needs trust 
so that their son would continue to qualify for state assistance. He 
also recommended that, while the couple already has sufficient 
life insurance to cover each other, they each purchase additional 
coverage to complete the funding of the trust if something were to 
happen to them in the next five years.

Together, they decided that purchasing two separate MetLife One 
Year Term policies with the Convertible and Renewable Options 
rider would be a cost-effective option to cover their need and 
would allow Jack and Melissa to lock in their insurability for the 
next five years. Within the five-year period, they could convert to a 
permanent life insurance policy to give them a lifetime of coverage 
or build cash value that can be another source of funding for the 
trust in the future.

Starting a Business
Sally, age 51, is a former CPA. After a successful 30-year career, 
Sally saved enough money to retire early and pursue her passion of 
owning a bakery. Sally used her savings and investments to cover 
a portion of her startup costs, but decided to take out a small loan 
from the bank to complete the purchase of new equipment.

The bank required that Sally take out a life insurance policy to cover 
her loan. During an early retirement discussion with her financial 
professional, Sally mentioned that she was confident that she would 
have enough money to live comfortably but expressed her concern 
about the need to insure her business loan, as she only has a couple 
years until it is paid off.

Sally and her financial professional decided that a MetLife One Year 
Term policy with Convertible and Renewable Options rider is a cost 
effective option to cover the loan for the next five years. Plus, if 
things go well with the bakery in the future, she can convert the 
policy within five years to a permanent policy that can build cash 
value and potentially be another source of retirement income.1


